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Section 'A' 

 Note : Attempt any four questions. All carries equal marks. 

 Q.I Define concept, nature & scope of retailing.8 each.  

Q.II Discuss retailing and various functions of retailing.  

Q.III What are the types of retailing? Discuss the merit and 

demerit.  

Q.IV What are the challenges and changes impacting retail 

development in India.  

Q.V Briefly discuss the model and theories of retail development in 

future.  

Q.VI Illustrate how retail evolution took place in India and how 

organised retail has taken over?  

Q.VII What are the factors affecting the retail store location 

layout and design? 

Q.VII I Which are the organised retail on working in India and 

discuss any one of them. 

Section 'B' 

Note : Attempt any three questions. All carries equal marks 

question XIII is compulsory. 

Q.IX Differentiate supermarket and a mall. How does sku 

in manages in mall. Give example. 

Q.X  Describe Indian and Global Retail environment. How 

big malls and foriegn investment is seen in today business 

environment. 

Q.XI Discuss theories of retail in connection to retail development 

for future retailing. Discuss design organisation of a mall. 
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Q.XII Elaborate general HRM and HRM specialities :n retail. How 

HRM is organised in retailing? 

Q.XIII Solve the case and answers the questions. Case The concept 

of 'Book Cafe'—Sandeep Dutta is the man behind the 'book cafe'. It 

is 20 store bcok retail chain. Sandeep had observed that many 

book lovers aged any where between 15-40 years of age who 

desired for a great plan to browser through books in leisure were 

nor able to meet this demand in present retail senerio. In the 

words of Sandeep "Consumers find it difficult to get good book and 

look for a place to spare their leisure hours if they do find them". 

'Book Cafe is an attempt on the part of Sandeep to fill up this gap. 

'Book Cafe' tries to deliver a superior experience to the consumer 

by concentrating on this single sector. 

Co-Branding and Co-location Strategies 

'Book Cafe' had earlier been a family owned book store called 

English Book depot in order to be able to deliver a significantly 

superior experience. Sandeep set out to be a tempting retail model 

of sharing common premises with a co-retailer, while building 

nation wide franchise operators. Sandeep was of the opinion that 

sharing common retail space, with clearly demarketed sales areas 

would help a retailer to reduce expenses considerably in terms of 

cost of search, negotiation and property development such . more 

could also offer tremendrous leeway to select stratigically placed 

properties, while single retailer would otherwise find to be 

expensive, for instance, a tie-up with 'cafe' coffee day helps book 

cafe to motivate those who walk in for coffee to browse and 

purchase books. 

Added to this a book shop will help to add value to the customer's 

plain vanilla coffee expenses. Ultimately, it help that co-retailer can 

tap a common audience. 

For book cafe this began as an experiment in Dehradun with 

Barista and now it is replicated in Ludhiana, Chandigarh, Jaipur, 

Delhi, Lucknow, Kanpur, Agra and many other cities in North India. 

Book cafe now has built up tie ups with retailers such 'cafe' coffee 

day Nirula's, Barista and Subway by Cobranding and Colocation 

strategies to set up a 20 stars book retail chair. 
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Future Plans 

It is said that after trying up with book shop cafe reported sales 

growth of 50-100% reveals Sandeep Dutt. Further, even existing 

book shop with a 'cafe' added reported sales to have zoomed upto 

200%. This could probably be attributed to the fact that express 

bars and other such colocations have a foot fall of over 100 plus 

customers in a day, which will help achieve growth in book sales. 

Dutt is planning to open Book Cafe' at six month locations in four 

months tenure. So for the stores are yet to breakeven, even 

through, the chain has been able to get a turnover of Rs. 2.5 crore 

for the year 2004-2005. Each outlet is doing about Rs. 1.5 lakh of 

business per month, with a few even touching Rs. 4.0 Crore. The 

future plans include waiting to open around 300 small format 

stress (300-500 sq.m.) in covering five years and 20 large 

(1000¬1500 sq.m) stores in another four years. 

Although book cafe has tasted success with their colocation 

cobranding strategic trip, there are apprehensions from certain 

persons about its effectiveness in the long runs. According to 

Deransha Dutt, CEO, 3i a retail consultant based in Delhi. 

'There's no book cafe branding up front, the brand may be 

subsuming itself with that of its co-retailer and this may not be a 

good idea in long runs." To take this issue, rolling out stand alone 

book cafe' is being worked out, further, the chain is also working 

on a port folio of book retailing brands such as 'kitab cafe' along 

with the event Book cafe'. 

Answer the following for discussions : 

1. To counter the fear of dilution of Book cafe' brand through 

having co-location and co-branding tieup, can you support other 

solutions (other than what is mentioned in a case)  

2.  What would be the various marketing t( which can be used by 

book cafe' to cater reach across a wide audience. 

3. According to you, who could be the competition for Book Cafe' 

and suggest to meet competition? 
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